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laboratory scale, overcoming the slow pollutant diffusion and absorption rates by
reactive materials common to passive
remediation methods. A major challenge
in the field is to translate and scale up
these microrobotic applications to relevant
environmental settings by addressing
limitations associated with toxic chemical
fuels,[12–21] short time span,[22–24] and the
small domain operation of externallyactuated microrobots.[25–29] One plausible
solution is to develop biohybrid microrobots[30–35] that integrate self-propelling
microorganisms with functionalized synthetic nanostructures. The current generation of biohybrid platforms is based
primarily on flagellated microorganisms[36–43] which survive only in delicate
living conditions and may not provide sufficient fluid mixing for enhancing decontamination processes. Moreover, while
enzymatically powered micropumps[44,45]
have been utilized to generate fluid mixing,
they are tailored to operate under specific
environmental conditions and with their
respective substrates.
We report here on biohybrid microrobots
whose operation can be scaled up to
realistic aqueous environmental settings. Among the micro
organism candidates, we selected the marine rotifer (Brachionus,
size ≈ 100–300 µm) and hence named the resulting biohybrid microrobot “rotibot.” Over millions of years, rotifers have
adapted to and harvest their energy from their environments
(e.g., puddles, rivers, lakes, and ocean).[46,47] They rely on the
beating of their cilia bands to control the fluid flow for efficient locomotion and feeding. The microorganism engine of
the resulting rotibots thus mixes the solution locally and transports it efficiently toward its functionalized mouth. The rotifer
not only can serve as an extremely efficient self-propulsion
engine of the biohybrid microrobot, but can also integrate
sensing capabilities that respond to environmental signals and
maneuver effectively in their environment.[48–51]
We engineered the rotibot as a self-propelling microcleaner
by exploiting the negative charge on its cilia surface for confining positively-charged functional particles. The generated
flow field transports the functional microbeads toward the

Self-propelled biohybrid microrobots, employing marine rotifers as their engine,
named “rotibot,” are presented and their practical utility and advantages for
environmental remediation are demonstrated. Functionalized microbeads are
attached electrostatically within the rotifer mouth and aggregated inside their
inner lip. The high fluid flow toward the mouth, generated by the strokes of
rotifer cilia bands, forces an extremely efficient transport of the contaminated
sample over the active surfaces of the functionalized microbeads. The reactive
particles confined around the rotifer’s lip are thus exposed to a high flow rate
of the pollutant solution, resulting in dramatically accelerated decontamination
processes, without external mixing or harmful fuels. Theoretical simulations,
modeling the greatly enhanced fluid dynamic associated with such
built-in mixing effect, correlate well with the experimental observations.
The rotibot thus proves to be an effective, versatile, and robust dynamic
microcleaning platform for removing diverse environmental pollutants.
Microbeads functionalized with lysozyme and organophosphorus hydrolase
enzymes are shown to be extremely useful for enzymatic biodegradation
of Escherichia coli and the nerve agent methyl paraoxon, respectively, while
ligand (meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid) modified beads are used for
removing heavy metal contaminants. Rotifer-based biohybrid microrobots hold
considerable promise as self-propelling dynamic pumps for diverse large-scale
environmental remediation applications.

1. Introduction
Microrobots[1–7] are potentially promising tools for environmental remediation, specifically for accelerated decontamination
of biological and chemical pollutants from water resources.[8–11]
The state-of-the-art motile microrobots have proven successful
for the enhanced degradation of aqueous pollutants at the
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Figure 1. Mechanism for the formation of the rotibot: A) scheme, B) microscopy images, and C) scanning electron microscopy images, illustrating the
steps toward rotifer (blue) uptake of the functionalized microbeads (yellow). i) Microbeads approaching the rotifer’s mouth due to a strong directional
flow, ii) upon contact with the cilia the beads adhere in their tips, and iii) the cilia within the inner lips of the rotifer accumulate the particles in that
location and frees up the cilia for subsequent adhesion. D) Time dependence of the microbead accumulation in the rotibot’s mouth (n = 5). Scale
bars: B: 50 µm; C: 5 µm.

mouth and accumulating them underneath the lips (Figure 1).
The numerous cilia outside the mouth, actuating in a coordinated cilia-stroke pattern, generate a vortex flow field near the
rotibot head. The flow streamlines are closely dominated by
the operation modes of the rotifer, e.g., moving or feeding,
and contribute to highly efficient solution mixing around the
rotibot. The experimentally observed flow streamlines correlate
well with our theoretical simulations.
We fine-tuned the active decontamination sites on the
microbeads to create specialized reactive microcleaner toward
a dramatically accelerated pollutant degradation. Three examples of environmental remediation applications were used to
demonstrate the remarkable efficiency and versatility of the
new rotibot microcleaners. Lysozyme and organophosphorus
hydrolase (OPH) tagged microbeads have thus been used
for illustrating the enhanced enzymatic biodegradation of
Escherichia coli and the nerve agent methyl paraoxon, respectively. We also used ligand-modified meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) Janus microbeads for improved chelation
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and removal of heavy metal contaminants. The high flow rate
toward the mouth forces efficient transport of the pollutant
solution over the reactive microbead aggregate structures that
rapidly degrade the transported pollutants. Such remediation is
realized in the absence of harmful fuels or external stirring, and
with relative high speeds and low cost that indicate promise for
scaling up cleanup processes. Our results thus illustrate that
coupling functionalized nanostructures and marine rotifer
offers tremendous promise for developing self-propelling fuelfree microcleaners for large-scale remediation action toward
diverse environmental applications.

2. Results and Discussion
The rotibots were fabricated by absorbing positively-charged
microbeads on the negatively-charged surface of the rotifer’s
cilia[48,49] and subsequently accumulating the microbeads
underneath the lips via particle trapping. Figure 1 illustrates
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the attachment of the beads to the rotifer lips, by intermediate steps: i) transport of the microbeads toward the cilia
bands due to the strong flow field toward the rotifer mouth,
ii) absorption of the microbeads onto the cilia, and iii) accumulation of the beads onto the rough surface of the inner
mouth lip, (Figure S1, Supporting Information) serving as a
pocket that traps the microbeads. These accumulation steps
are illustrated in the scheme of Figure 1A, the microscopy
images of Figure 1B, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of Figure 1C. The strong electrostatic interactions
between the cilia’s negative charge (ζ = −12.4 mV) and the
positively-charged microbeads (ζ = +59 mV) lead to the physical binding of microbeads to the cilia. On an average, the rotifer’s mouth is saturated with the microbeads within ≈120 sec
(see Figure 1D). While small particles were accumulated
successfully inside the rotifer mouth, particles larger than
4 µm did not show any long-lasting attachment. To study
the localization of the microbead adhesion inside the rotifer
mouth, we also relied on positively-charged fluorescent beads
coated with a polydopamine layer[40,52] (Figure S2, Supporting
Information). While some microbeads are dislodged upon
the rapid movement of the rotibots, the majority of the microbeads remained firmly trapped in the mouth over long periods
(>30 min). No microbead attachment was observed on other
parts of the rotibot body. Control experiments using negativelycharged (carboxylated) microbeads and neutral polystyrene

microbeads indicated negligible bead attachment to the rotifer’s mouth, thereby supporting the importance of the electrostatic accumulation of the charged beads.
The locomotion of rotibot is based on the rotifers’cordinated
strokes of cilia bands, which induce a tangential flow field near
the head. The cilia movement involves repeated cycles of power
and recovery strokes, as shown in the time-lapse micrographs
in Figure S3 and Video S1 in the Supporting Information. The
generated flow streamlines are closely dominated by the rotifer’s operation mode, such as moving or feeding, etc.[52–55] The
translocation of free-swimming rotibots allows them to transport active materials while generating disordered open streamlines and providing efficient local mixing. Figure 2 examines
the rotibot enabled fluid mixing and hydrodynamics. Figure 2A
displays track lines of a rotibot and a bare rotifer over a 4 s
period, while Figure 2B shows the bar charts, corresponding
to the average speed. The functional rotibots display a slightly
lower speed (of 179 ± 23 µm s−1) compared to the bare rotifers
(236 ± 12 µm s−1). Such rotibot movement results in higher
mixing and hence significantly enhances the mass transport
for decontamination. We deduced this fact by analyzing the
mean-squared displacement of tracer particles and comparing
with the mean-squared displacement of these particles undergoing Brownian motion, and also tracer particles in the vicinity
of flagellated microorganisms or chemically-propelled synthetic
microrockets, as shown in Figure 2C.

Figure 2. Rotibot enabled fluid mixing and hydrodynamics. A) Images illustrating the movement of i) bare rotifer and ii) rotibot during 4 s tracking
lines. B) Average speed of the rotifer before and after modification (n = 5). C) Mean squared displacement of 3 µm tracer particles produced by
a) freely swimming rotibot, b) chemically propelled synthetic microrocket, c) flagellated microorganism, and d) Brownian motion. D) Bright-field optical
microscopy of a stationary rotibot in a solution containing functionalized fluorescent microbeads. E) Visualization of vortices generated by overlapping a stack of 30 fluorescence microscopy images, corresponding to 1 sec of the same rotibot. F) Simulation of the flow field generated by a rotibot,
illustrating the significant faster fluid flow near the mouth in units of maximum speed created by cilia around the rotifer. Scale bars: D–F: 100 µm.
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The rotibots exhibit adaptive self-locomotion and survival
in diverse aqueous environments over long periods including
pond water (104 ± 32 µm s−1), residual water (163 ± 21 µm s−1),
lake water (175 ± 24 µm s−1), pool water (176 ± 34 µm s−1), and
seawater (179 ± 23 µm s−1). In addition, freely swimming rotibots can generate localized fluid mixing and swim against the
direction of a flow current in confined channels. (Figure S4
and Video S2, Supporting Information). The fluid flow pattern
around the rotibot changes as its rotifer engine changes from
the swimming to the feeding modes. Figure 2D (taken from
Video S3 in the Supporting Information) shows the bright
field microscopy image of a stationary rotibot (attached to the
surface) in the feeding mode with fluorescent microbeads
coated with a polydopamine layer. Figure 2E overlaps a stack of
30 fluorescent microscopy images (during a 1 sec period) of the
same rotibot. The visualized vortices are attributed to the effect
of boundaries and confinement near the rotibot. For a typical
microswimmer of length ≈150 µm and tracer particle speed
≈150 µm s−1 in water with density 1000 kg m−3 and viscosity
8.90 × 10−4 Pa⋅s, the Reynold number is ≈0.08. Thus, the flow
velocity field v follows Stokes equation

µ∇ 2v = ∇p and ∇ . v = 0



(1)

The rotibot is bound to swim between two
parallel horizontal glass slides and the cilia
bands could generate tangential flow near
the rotibot head, leading to a velocity field
vs (on the rotibot surface of ≈451 µm s−1).
The details of the model and solution[54] are
provided and explained in the Supporting
Information and Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information. The resulting flow field is
shown in Figure 2F. Such simulation of the
flow field generated by a rotibot illustrates the
significant faster fluid flow near the mouth
in units of maximum speed created by cilia
around the rotifer. The effect of confinement and the tangential flow thus leads to
the formation of vortices that are responsible
for large particle displacement and efficient
local mixing, as observed experimentally
in the supporting videos in the Supporting
Information. The microbead aggregates thus
have a significantly higher rate of exposure to
solutes in the fluid, compared to microbeads
suspended in the solution. Such remarkable
pumping action toward the mouth forces efficient solution transport toward the confined
reactive microbead aggregate structures and
will be used in the following sections toward
accelerated remediation processes without
added fuel or external mixing.
The remarkably enhanced fluid dynamic
associated with the rotibot platform offers
considerable promise for increasing the
efficiency of a variety of decontamination
processes. The major benefits of such built-in
sample solution mixing have been illustrated
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toward the decontamination of diverse environmental pollutants, including bacteria (E. coli), nerve agent (methyl paraoxon),
and heavy metal ions (Cd and Pb) from aqueous solution. Such
greatly enhanced decontamination has been realized by functionalizing the microbeads with enzymes or chelating agents,
which serve as active sites for specific remediation tasks. The
rotifer exposure to the different pollutants did not affect their
movement or viability during the experiments.
The rotibots were evaluated initially as potential antibacterial
microcleaners. For this purpose, microbeads were functionalized with lysozyme enzymes capable of cleaving glycosidic
bonds of peptidoglycans present in the cell wall of different
bacteria.[29,56] Details of the functionalization protocols of
the microbeads are described in the experimental section.
Figure 3A displays a schematic of the lysozyme-modified microbeads attached to the rotibot. The mixing effect of the directed
flow field produced near the rotibot’s mouth lead to intensified
bacteria–lysozyme contacts and to a greatly improved antibacterial efficiency. Figure 3B shows SEM images of E. coli, taken
before and after a 5 min treatment with the lysozyme-modified

Figure 3. Lysozyme-modified rotibot-based antibacterial treatment. A) Schematic illustration
of lysozyme microbeads responsible for killing E. coli bacteria. B) SEM micrographs illustrating
i) live E. coli and ii) dead E. coli before and after the treatment with lysozyme-modified rotifers,
respectively. Scale bars: 2 µm. C) Statistical plot showing the E. coli bacteria killing efficiency
by the different treatment conditions. D) Fluorescence images illustrating live (in green, top)
and dead (in red, bottom) E. coli after 5 min treatment under different conditions including
negative control, bare rotifer, lysozyme microbeads, and lysozyme-modified rotibot. a–d) Scale
bars: 50 µm. Experimental conditions: bacteria, 9.2 × 109 CFU mL−1; rotifer, 20 units per control;
antibacterial treatment time, 5 min.
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rotibot. These images illustrate a notable change in bacteria
morphology upon degradation of the bacteria membrane. The
antibacterial capacity of the rotibots was quantified using a
bacterial viability commercial kit, based on the use of two dyes
that estimate the numbers of viable and nonviable bacteria. We
compared the antibacterial efficiency under different experimental conditions, negative control, bare rotifers, lysozyme
microbeads, and lysozyme-modified rotibots. The bacterialkilling efficiency of each experimental condition is illustrated
in the graph of Figure 3C. While there was a negligible bactericidal effect using the water alone (0%) and bare rotifers (1%)
controls, the biohybrid approach results in an eightfold higher
bacteria killing efficiency (83%), compared to the lysozyme
microbeads alone (10.2%). The fluorescent images of Figure 3D
illustrate the total of living E. coli (i, in green) and dead E. coli
(ii, in red), obtained after the corresponding treatment. The
rotibot facilitated the elimination of most of the bacteria population within less than 5 min (d), compared to the high bacteria
survival rate observed in different control experiments (a–c).
The versatility of the new rotibots decontamination platform was illustrated also toward biocatalytic degradation of
organophosphorus pesticides. Such rotibot-based accelerated enzymatic treatment processes relied on the use of OPH
functionalized microbeads in connection to the organophosphorus methyl paraoxon.[57] Figure 4Ai displays a schematic of
the OPH-modified microbead attached to the rotibot. Electrochemical square-wave voltammetry (SWV) technique was used
to measure the nitro-phenolic byproduct of the OPH enzyme
hydrolyzation of methyl paraoxon.[58,59] The voltammograms

in Figure 4Aii represent different incubation conditions with a
methyl paraoxon solution, including a) negative control, b) bare
rotifers, c) static OPH–microbeads, and (d) OPH-modified rotibots. The nitro-phenol voltammetric peak, observed at +0.795 V,
is proportional to the amount of hydrolyzed nerve agent, and
thus reflects the efficiency of the methyl paraoxon degradation
process under the different treatment conditions, as summarized in the graph bar of Figure 4Aiii. The OPH biocatalytic
degradation efficiency increased significantly (by eightfold)
using rotibots when compared to static OPH–microbeads
(29.6 vs 3.6 µA, respectively).
The new rotibots platform also offers a significant improvement in the removal of heavy metals from polluted water, in
connection to rotifers modified with DMSA-functionalized
Janus beads. The scheme in Figure 4Bi shows the mechanism of heavy metal removal by the DMSA ligand via metal
chelation.[60] Cadmium and lead concentrations were measured
simultaneously using anodic stripping SWV which can detect
traces of heavy metals. The advantages of the DMSA-functionalized rotibot were illustrated by incubating the heavy metal solution for 30 min with a) negative control/buffer, b) bare rotifers,
c) only DMSA-functionalized beads, and (d) DMSA-modified
rotibots. The resulting SWVs, shown in Figure 4Bii, display
two distinct oxidation peaks. The successful simultaneous
detection of two heavy metals displays a large peak-to-peak
separation between the stripping peaks at −0.85 and −0.50 V,
corresponding to Cd2+ and Pb2+ions, respectively. These peak
current signals are proportional to the heavy metal solution concentrations. Figure 4Biii and iv illustrate the removal

Figure 4. Use of rotibots for chemical pollutant remediation. A) OPH–microbeads modified rotibots for nerve agent decontamination. i) Schematic
illustrating the OPH-based degradation of methyl paraoxon. ii) Square wave voltammetry (SWV) for decontamination after negative control, bare
rotifer, OPH–microbeads, and OPH-modified rotibot a-d). iii) Statistical plot showing the degradation efficiency by the different treatments (n = 5).
B) DMSA-Janus microbeads modified rotibots for heavy metal removal. i) Schematic illustrating DMSA-based chelation of heavy metals. ii) SWVs for
Cd2+ and Pb2+ presence after negative control, bare rotifer, DMSA-microbeads, and DMSA-modified rotibot. a–d) Statistical plot showing the removal
efficiency of iii) Cd2+ and iv) Pb2+ by the different treatments (n = 3).
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efficiency of Cd2+ and Pb2+ by the DMSA-functionalized rotibot.
The hybrid rotifer offers a significantly higher heavy metal
removal efficiency compared to unmodified rotifers or static
DMAS particles. The unmodified rotifers also presented some
metal removal capability due to absorption of heavy metals into
their body. Overall, the rotibots presented a substantially higher
heavy metal removal when compared to bare rotifers or to the
DMSA particles combined, suggesting a favorable synergistic
effect of the large-scale mixing, rather than additive results.

3. Conclusions
We have presented the use of biohybrid rotibots as efficient
environmental microcleaners, with marine rotifers serving as
the engine of the microrobot. Functionalized microbeads have
been confined within the rotifer mouth via electrostatic interaction and particle trapping. The reactive microbeads are subjected to a remarkably high localized fluidic flow, generated by
the cilia strokes, that leads to greatly enhanced decontamination
processes. Such operation is realized in the absence of external
mixing force or harmful fuels, and with relative high speeds
and low cost those indicate promise for scaling up remediation processes. The experimentally observed rotibot-enhanced
fluid dynamics correlates well with theoretical simulations.
Such intrinsic and effective micropumping action toward the
entrapped functionalized microbeads results in efficient decontamination processes, as was demonstrated toward diverse
environmental pollutants, including E. coli bacteria, OP nerve
agents and heavy metals such as lead or cadmium. Future
decontamination efforts should replace the plastic (latex and
polystyrene) microbeads, utilized in this proof-of-concept study,
with biodegradable functional microparticles. Such ability to
modify and functionalize microorganisms introduces new possibilities for preparing ecofriendly biobots and to accelerate a
wide range of decontamination processes. Such application
would benefit also from the microswimmer response to certain biomolecules, such as caffeine, that increases their velocity
(Figure S6, Supporting Information), which could prove beneficial for diverse applications. The rotibot biohybrid platform
thus holds a considerable promise for environmental remediation and defense neutralization applications.

4. Experimental Section
Marine Rotifer Preparation and Recording: Marine rotifers (Brachionous)
were purchased from Carolina Biological Supply and used without further
treatment. A stock solution was cultured using an ocean water sample
collected at La Jolla, California. Rotifers were collected from the stock
culture and diluted into aliquots containing ≈40 rotifers mL−1. To record
the motion of Rotifers, images and videos were taken in an inverted
optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Instrument Ti-S), coupled with
4×, 10×, and 20× objectives, and a Hamamatsu digital camera C11440
and FrameLink Express software. NIS elements software was used to
measure rotifer locomotion speed and mean squared displacement
of tracer particles. For propulsion experiments in different media, the
rotifers were collected using an extended pipet tip (20 µL) and placed
in 200 µL of the different studied media. To calculate the mean square
displacement under which different microswimmers were produced,
1 µm polystyrene microbeads were used and their mixing capabilities
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were measured, including displacement under Brownian motion,
locomotion of platymonas (Carolina Biological Supply), and locomotion
of bubble propelled chemical microrockets, synthesized using template
electrodeposition[61] and under rotifer Locomotion.
Microbead Surface Coating: Carboxylated fluorobeads with 1 µm in
diameter (Spherotech cat no, cfp-0856-2) were used as a model for
particle attachment to rotifer body. The attachment relies on electrostatic
interaction. Three different coatings were used in this work. Firstly, the
beads were coated with a positive charge polydopamine layer, which
consisted of incubating the beads overnight with a dopamine solution
(2 mg dopamine L−1 of 10 × 10−3 m tris, pH 8.5).[52] These beads were
then incubated with marine rotifer for 30 min before evaluation of
attachment. Fluorescence imaging was performed using a B2 filter which
allows differentiating the fluorobead and the rest of rotifer. The particle
displacement image stacking was performed using Image J software and
Flow trace plug in.[62] The enzymes lysozyme and organophosphorus
hydrolase were functionalized into the carboxylated fluorobeads, via
activation of the carboxylic moieties using a NHS (20 × 10−3 m)/EDC
(10 × 10−3 m) in 0.1 m MES buffer (pH 6.5) for 30 min. Next, the beads
were washed and immersed in solutions containing 5 mg mL−1 of
lysozyme or 3.5 mg mL−1 of organophosphorus hydrolase.
Bacteria Killing: The antibacterial activity of rotibots was examined by
analyzing E. coli bacteria cells (from Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, 384 MO).
E. coli bacteria (9.2 × 109 CFU mL−1) was mixed with 20 rotibots and
lysozyme modified microbeads. The mixture was allowed to react for
5 min, and after that, the mixture was centrifuged at 14 000 rpm for
10 min to isolate the bacteria pellet. The pellet was resuspended in
100 µL of a mix of Syto-9 dye and propidium iodide dye previously
dissolved in water following the specifications of the L13152 LIVE/
DEAD BacLight Bacterial Viability Kit (from Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Microtubes were covered with aluminum foil and gently mixed for
20 min. Subsequently, they were centrifuged (14 000 rpm for 10 min)
and the pellet was resuspended in 100 µL of water for counting, taking
2 µL aliquots for obtaining the fluorescence images. All other control
experiments were analyzed following the same protocol.
Nerve Agent Decontamination: The nerve agent decontamination
activity was examined using 20 rotibots based on OPH-functionalized
microbeads. Firstly, 40 µL of each solution (including 100 ng
OPH solution) were incubated with 40 µL of methyl paraoxon. The
biocatalytic degradation of the pesticide to p-nitro phenol was monitored
by applying square wave voltammetry over the potential range from
+0.30 to +1.20 V (vs Ag/AgCl), amplitude, 25 mV, and a frequency of
10 Hz. Control experiments indicated that neither the spheres nor the
rotifers alone resulted any degradation.
Heavy Metal Removal: Electrochemical experiments were carried out
with a µAutolab Type II system, controlled by NOVA software version
1.11. The three-electrode system was performed in a batch system. The
three electrodes consist of conventional glassy carbon (GCE), Ag/AgCl
(3 m KCl), and Pt electrodes as the working (WE), reference (RE), and
counter (CE) electrodes, respectively. The GCE was polished using 3–4 µm
with Al2O3 powder and then rinsed with ultrapure water. The electrode
was then immersed in 1 m HNO3 for 5 min to fully remove metal residues.
The square wave anodic stripping voltammetry detection was
performed in a 1.5 mL electrochemical cell, containing 0.1 m acetate buffer
(pH 4.5), 1 mg L−1 Bi3+, and amounts of Cd2+ and Pb2+. A concentration
of 400 µg L−1 was used in the experiment to study the removal of heavy
metals under different experimental conditions. After incubation with
the rotibots and control experiments, the solution was centrifuged,
the supernatant was used to perform SWV in an electrochemical cell.
The preconcentration was carried out at −1.4 V for 300 s under stirring
where Bi3+ and the target analytes were simultaneously electrodeposited
on the GCE surface. After the accumulation step, the stirring was
stopped. The stripping voltammogram was then recorded by applying
a SWV with a positive-going potential scan at a frequency of 10 Hz,
an amplitude of 5 mV, and a potential step of 5 mV. The electrode was
cleaned at +0.3 V for 180 s under stirring condition and followed by
electrode polishing prior to the next experiment. All experiments were
conducted at room temperature in air atmosphere.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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